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1. Introduction 

 

The purpose of this column in the Beacon Lights, I believe, is to discuss the 

aspects of the walk of a Christian in this life. In this statement we admit already 

that the life of a Christian is somehow different than the life of the rest of the 

people in the world. The things that a Christian does, or the way that he does them, 

or the motive from which he does them, is different than that of the people he 

comes in contact with every day. This must necessarily be true. It must be true 

because the Christian is a different person. He is fundamentally different than those 

who are of this world. It is foolish to talk about Christian living to a person who 

has no interest in the revelation of God. And we must say before we go any further 

that the reason is this: God has given to His own elect people a regenerated heart, a 

new heart, and the blessings of the atonement of Christ in his heart by the 

operation of the Holy Spirit. In one brief word, God has given to his people LIFE. 

And that means because they are living creatures they differ from the people of the 

world in that these people are dead. The difference is between life and death, 

spiritual life and spiritual death. We have that expressed in the title of this rubric: 

Christian Living. 

 And now the question is, how does a Christian differ in his living from the  

world? Or how does he walk while he is still in this world, that is different than the 

walk of others who are no Christians, who have not the new life of God? 

 In other words, the question contains the whole idea of good works. And it 

struck me that this might be a good subject to write on because the question of 

good works is one that is very closely linked with the history of our churches in the 

past couple of years. Many times we do not even understand what good works are. 

It is my conviction that it is not enough to say what Christian youth may do and 

may not do. For example: it is not enough to say that covenant youth may not go to 

shows, may not dance, may not drink to excess, may not read corrupt literature, 

etc. That in itself is true, but it is not sufficient to say these things. Nor is it merely 

enough to say that they are not, and give good and potent reasons why they are not 

the conduct of the Christian. 

 The Christian Reformed Church has attempted to stop the worldliness in the 

church by passing synodical legislation against movie attendance, card playing, 

and dancing. But that is not the solution of the problem as they see now also. You 

do not keep young people from worldliness by keeping the movie theater out of 

town, or evil literature out of the newsstands. Worldliness is in a person’s heart. If 



his heart is not right, no book of laws is sufficient to keep him from being worldly; 

if his heart is corrupt, no social cleanup is enough to make him or her a good 

person. And on the other hand, if his heart is alive by the power of God, if his heart 

is a new heart, and he has been renewed by the Spirit, he will have no desire to be 

worldly. If he is truly spiritual the movie will have no attraction for him. 

 Now I know the problem is not quite as simple as that. But the point is that 

often times we do not understand what is meant by Christian living. We do not 

know what is meant by good works. And worse than that, we don’t understand the 

place of good works in the life of a Christian. We don’t understand the relation 

between the salvation which is given him of God and the good works which he 

performs. And therefore it seems to me that before we can even discuss concrete 

things that covenant youth may or may not do, we had better understand first of all 

these important questions. 

 This involves such questions as: What is the relation between the law and 

the gospel? What are good works? From whence do they proceed? What is their 

place in the life of a Christian? Why are there admonitions in Scripture? Do we 

lose sight of man’s responsibility if we believe that good works are the fruit of 

salvation? Is there any room for conditions here? What about the “if clauses” in 

Scripture? What is practical preaching? And many more questions. 

 At first glance it sounds rather doctrinal, doesn’t it? But it is not my 

intention to be dogmatical in the strict sense of the word. These things are very 

practical. And also very necessary to understand Christian living. We might as well 

not even write if we do not have a firm grasp on these essentials. And they are 

problems that are very real. If they were not so very real these very things would 

not be under discussion in our churches. And there would not now be a deep rift in 

the church if on these things there was perfect agreement. All these things we shall 

discuss. It is essential that we do, in the first place, because they are the very 

fundamentals of Christian living; and in the second place, because we must know 

these things if we are to defend the reformed truth intelligently over against those 

who have now denied it. It is obvious that these important questions are not 

understood by those who openly hold to conditional theology. 

 It is impossible that we solve all these questions entirely. It is rather that we 

shall only be able to say a few things about them in the hope that they will be more 

clearly understood. And that is possible only if we do it mutually. Therefore, I 

would welcome any and all discussion in this subject that may arise. Write in what 

you think of these things. And if you violently disagree, the column is open to you 

at any time to express your opinions with the limited room that I have. 

 It is striking that discussion on the crucial points of the doctrinal differences 

(and I say doctrinal even though there are those who naively maintain that there is 

only a moral issue or a personal issue) in our churches always resolve themselves 



to these questions. That is evident from the speeches that were made by those who 

oppose us and by the writings in the Reformed Guardian. Therefore, it would be 

profitable that we discuss them and thus prepare the way for a fruitful discussion 

on the question of Christian living in all its concrete instances which beset us. 

 And it is important, too, that as young people we know these things. For 

they are not the subject of conversation and discussion among theologians, but the 

vital matters of interest to all of us, that we may defend the truths of God’s Word 

intelligently; that we may know the things that are under attack and see their 

importance, and thus be prepared to take our places in the church and in the 

covenant. Because when we know then we can preserve that truth in the 

generations to come. 
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